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WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS FOR CONSUMER, CHILLED 
AND FROZEN STORAGE.

DFDS
SAFETY

BOOKLET



Driver parks truck behind the yellow line and
checks in at the desk in the warehouse

or gatehouse.
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When arriving at the warehouse, please pay
close attention to the local safety rules and

safety signs. 
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All operatives working in a chilled and frozen
store will require additional PPE, however the

risk assessment will determine their
individual requirements. Storage and distribution

of chilled products are between 0 and +4
 degrees Celsius temperature. Frozen products

at below -16 degrees Celsius temperature.



High visibility clothing should normally comply 
with EN standard 471 or 20471. This standard 

has 3 different classes: 1, 2 and 3. 

Class 3 is the best. As a minimum, Class 2 high 
visibility clothing should normally be used.

Be aware of forklift truck movements
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Driver needs to stay in a marked area. 
Never stand behind a forklift truck, always stay in

 clear sight of the driver.

Note the forklift may be moving forward or reversing. 
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Make sure the area around you is clear of
people and objects. 

Vision is restricted, the driver cannot see around
corners. Sound horn to warn other personnel, als

 at crossroads in the warehouse.
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Keep emergency exits free.
Never place cargo or store items in front of

an emergency exit.

❎ ✅



Pay special attention to the working environment. 
It is wet, humid and slippery in the chilled store. 

In the cold store it can be cold and slippery.

Trailers must be safely secured/parked before
loading or discharging starts. Pay attention to local rule

 for the use of chocks and extra legs can be used
on loose trailers. Key control can also be used to

prevent unauthorised pull-offs from lorries.

Loads must be secured before travel. 
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Examples of good and bad secured loads.
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❎

✅

✅

✅

❎

Never use your phone, earphones or listen 
to music while you are working. It 
distracts and removes your focus.

❎
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TOGETHER 
FOR A  

SAFER WORK 
ENVIRONMENT


